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Full panel width - 170cm Full panel width - 170cm

Roll width - 85cm Roll width - 85cm

PDG1145/01 - Blossom PDG1145/02 - Delft

P D G 1 1 4 5  M A N O H A R I  G R A S S C L OT H
This sample sheet represents both PDG1145/01 and PDG1145/02. Please refer to the 

below magery for panel design.
 Sold as a single roll comprising 2 x 3.00mtr lengths (5.1m2).

Can be used independently, as a single panel, or joined in multiples to create 
one, large, continuous panel. Clear cut lines are printed between each length

 and each roll comes with a detailed explanation on how to use. 

The design features in our Autum Winter Scenes and Murals II Collection
When you are ready to purchase, please visit 

www.designersguild.com/stockists to find your nearest retailer.
For additional imagery and inspiration, please visit www.dg-inspire.com

Wallpapers are shown for design repeat only and may not be an exact colour match.

The grasscloth ground is woven with natural fibres resulting in inherent imperfections in both colour and texture. This wallcovering has a non-
woven backing, so it is important to follow the installation guide with great care. Due to nature of the digital printing process, the grasscloth base 

may be more visible in certain areas which is unavoidable due to the variances of the natural fibres.

Variations between drops will always occur, and the seams will be visible, but following our suggestions will enhance the installation further.

PANEL WIDTH: 
PANEL HEIGHT:                
ROLL WIDTH:   
ROLL LENGTH:   
PATTERN  MATCH:    
C ARE INSTRUCTIONS:  
WEIGHT:                                                                      
COMPOSITION:                           
FR RATING:    

170 CM /67”
  300 CM /  118”
  85 CM /  33½”
  6 .00 M /  6 .5 YDS
 M AT C H I N G  S E T

VACCUM ONLY
200 GSM

NON WOVEN, DIGITALLY PRINTED GRASSCLOTH
EN15102/EN13501,B-S1 ,D0


